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ABSTRACT: Cloud computing is a new computing paradigm that atracted many computer users, busines, and government 

agencies. Cloud computing brought a lot of advantages especialy in ubiquitous services where everybody can aces 

computer services through internet. With cloud computing, there is no ned of physical hardware or servers that wil suport 

the company’s computer system, internet services and networks. One of the core services provided by cloud computing is 

data storage. In the past decades, data storage has ben recognized as one of the main concerns of information technology. 

The benefits of network-based aplications have led to the transiton from server-atached storage to distributed storage. Based 

on the fact that data security is the foundation of information security, a great quantiy of eforts has ben made in the area of 

distributed storage security. In this paper, the authors tried to study the threats and atacks that posibly launch in cloud 

computing data storage and proposed a security mechanism. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is a new computing paradigm where in computer procesing is being performed through internet by a 

standard browser [1][2]. Cloud computing builds on established trends for driving the cost out of the delivery of services 

while increasing the sped and agilty with which services are deployed. It shortens the time from sketching out aplication 

architecture to actual deployment. Cloud computing incorporates virtualization, on-demand deployment, Internet delivery 

of services, and open source software [2]. The Cloud Computing Architecture of a cloud solution is the structure of the 

system, which comprises on-premise and cloud resources, services, midleware, and software components, geo-location, the 

externaly visble properties of those, and the relationships betwen them. The term also refers to documentation of a system's 

cloud computing architecture. Documenting faciltates communication betwen stakeholders, documents early decisons about 

high-level design, and alows reuse of design components and paterns betwen projects [3][4]. The benefits of cloud 

computing are many. One is reduced cost, since you pay as you go. Other benefits are the portabilty of the aplication is that 

users can work from home, work, or at client locations. This increased mobilty means employes can aces information 

anywhere they are. There is also the abilty of cloud computing to fre-up IT workers who may have ben ocupied performing 

updates, instaling patches, or providing application suport. Along with the god services of Cloud Computing has to ofer, 

there are security problems which make users anxious about the safety, reliabilty and eficiency of migrating to cloud 

computing. Big companies have second thought whether to move into the cloud because they might compromise the 

operation and the important information of the company. After analyzing and calculating the posible risk. Migrating into 

the “Cloud” wil make computer procesing much more convenient to the users. One of the considerations when moving to 

cloud is the security problems.One consideration is that the unique isues asociated with cloud computing security have not 

ben recognized. Some researchers think that cloud computing security wil not be much diferent from existing security 

practices and that the security aspects can be wel-managed using existing techniques such as digital signatures, encryption, 

firewals, and/or the isolation of virtual environments, and so on. 
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II.BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Cloud Computing Models 

 
 

a. SaS: To use the provider’s aplications runing on a cloud infrastructure and acesible from various client devices through a 

thin client interface such as a Web browser. 

b. PaS: To deploy onto the cloud infrastructure consumer-created aplications using programming languages  

c. IaS: To provison procesing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the consumer is able to 

deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems and aplications. 

 

2.2 Layers of Cloud computing model 

There are five layers in cloud computing model, the Client Layer, Aplication Layer, Platform layer, Infrastructure layer and 

server layer. In order to adres the security problems, every level should have security implementation. 

Client Layer: In the cloud computing model, the cloud client consit of the computer hardware and the computer software 

that is totaly based on the aplications of the cloud services and basicaly designed in such way that it provides aplication 

delivery to the multiple servers at the same time, as some computers making use of the various devices which includes 

computers, phones, operating systems, browsers and other devices. 

 

Aplication layer: The Cloud aplication services deliver software as a service over the internet for eliminating the ned to 

instal and run the aplication on the customer own computers using the simplifed maintenance and suport for the people 

which wil use the cloud interchangeably for the network based aces and management of the network software by controling 

the activites which is managed in the central locations by enabling customers to aces the aplications remotely with respect 

to Web and aplication software are also delivered to many model instances that includes the various standards that is price, 

partnership and management characteristics which provides the updates for the centralize features.Platform layer: In the 

cloud computing, the cloud platform services provides the common computing platform and the stack solution which is 

often refered as the cloud infrastructure and maintaining the cloud aplications that deploys the aplications without any cost 

and complexity of the buying and managing the hardware and software layers.Infrastructure layer: The Cloud Infrastructure 

services delivers the platform virtualization which shows only the desired features and hides the other ones using the 

environment in which servers, software or network equipment are fuly outsourced as the utilty computing which wil based 

on the proper utilzation of the resources by using the principle of reusabilty that includes the virtual private server oferings 

for the tier 3 data center and many tie 4 atributes which is finaly asembled up to form the hundreds of the virtual machines. 

Server layer: The server layer also consit of the computation hardware and software suport for the cloud service which is 

based on the multi-core procesors and cloud specifc operating systems and coined oferings.2.3 Database Management in 
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the CloudSecuring Data Storage in Cloud Computing.In recent years, database outsourcing has become an important 

component of cloud computing. Due to the rapid advancements in a network technology, the cost of transmiting a terabyte 

of data over long distances has decreased signifcantly in the past decade. In aditon, the total cost of data management is five 

to ten times higher than the inital acquistion cost. As a result, there is a growing interest in outsourcing database 

management tasks to third parties that can provide these tasks for much lower cost due to the economy of scale. This new 

outsourcing model has the benefits of reducing the cost for runing Database Management System (DBMS independently 

[1][2]. A Cloud database management system (CDBMS) is a distributed database that delivers computing as a service 

instead of a product. It is the sharing of resources, software, and information betwen multiply devices over a network which 

is mostly the internet. It is expected that this number wil grow signifcantly in the future. An example of this is Software as a 

Service, or SaS, which is an aplication that is delivered through the browser to customers. Cloud aplications conect to a 

database that is being run on the cloud and have varying degres of eficiency. Some are manualy configured, some are 

preconfigured, and some are native. Native cloud databases are traditonaly beter equiped and more stable that those that are 

modifed to adapt to the cloud.Despite the benefits ofered by cloud-based DBMS, many people stil have aprehensions about 

them. This is most likely due to the various security isues that have yet to be dealt with. These security isues stem from the 

fact that cloud DBMS are hard to monitor since they often span acros multiple hardware stacks and/or servers. Security 

becomes a serious isue with cloud DBMS when there’s multiple Virtual Machines (which might be acesing databases via 

any number of aplications) that might be able to aces a database without being noticed or seting of any alerts. In this type of 

situation a malicious person could potentialy aces pertinent data or cause serious harm to the integral structure of a 

database, puting the entire system in jeopardy. 

 

2.4 Cryptography 

Cryptographic hash functions are an important tol of cryptography and play a fundamental role in eficient and secure 

information procesing. A hash function proceses an arbitrary finite length input mesage to a fixed length output refered to 

as the hash value. As a security requirement, a hash value should not serve as an image for two distinct input mesages and it 

should be dificult to find the input mesage from a given hash value. Secure hash functions serve data integrity, non-

repudiation and authenticity of the source in conjunction with the digital signature schemes. Keyed hash functions, also 

caled mesage authentication codes (MACs) serve data integrity and data origin authentication in the secret key seting. The 

building blocks of hash functions can be designed using block ciphers, modular arithmetic or from scratch. popular 

Merkle–Damgard construction are folowed in almost al widely used standard hash functions such asMD5 and SHA-1 

[8][9]. 

 

III.CLOUD COMPUTING ATTACKS 

 

As more companies move to cloud computing, lok for hackers to folow. Some of the potential atack vectors criminals may 

atempt include  

a. Denial of Service (DoS) atacks: Some security profesionals have argued that the cloud is more vulnerable to DoS atacks, 

because it is shared by many users, which makes DoS atacks much more damaging.  

b. Side Chanel atacks: An atacker could atempt to compromise the cloud by placing a malicious virtual machine in close 

proximity to a target cloud server and then launching a side chanel atack. 

c. Authentication atacks: Authentication is a weak point in hosted and virtual services and is frequently targeted. There are 

many diferent ways to authenticate users; for example, based on what a person knows, has, or is. The mechanisms used to 

secure the authentication proces and the methods used are a frequent target of atackers. 

d. Man-in-the-midle cryptographic atacks: This atack is caried out when an atacker places himself betwen two users. 

Anytime atackers can place themselves in the communication’s path, there is the posibilty that they can intercept and 

modify communications. 

e. Inside-job: This kind of atack is when the person, employe or stafs who is knowledgeable of how the system runs, from 

client to server then he can implant malicious codes to destroy everything in the cloud system. 
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IV.SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 

 

Security measures asumed in the cloud must be made available to the customers to gain their trust. There is always a 

posibilty that the cloud infrastructure is secured with respect to some requirements and the customers are loking for a 

diferent set of security. The important aspect is to se that the cloud provider mets the security requirements of the aplication 

and this can be achieved only through 10% transparency. Open Cloud Manifesto exerts stres on transparency in clouds, due 

the consumer’s aprehensions to host their aplications on a shared infrastructure, on which they do not have any control In 

order to have a secured Cloud computing deployment, we must consider the folowing areas, the cloud computing 

architecture, Governance, portabilty and interoperabilty, traditonal security, busines continuity and disaster recovery, data 

center operations, incident response, notifcation and remediation, Aplication Security, Securing Data Storage in Cloud 

Computing Encryption and Key management, identiy and aces management . One if the reason why users are very anxious 

of the safety of their data being saved in the cloud is that they don’t know who is managing it while in the server of the 

cloud computing service provider. Typical users who use the cloud computing service like storing their files on the server 

to aces it anywhere they want through internet, don’t bother much about the security of their files, those documents are 

common files that don’t ned to be secured. But in the case of big companies which have very important information to take 

care of, they ned to have secured cloud computing system. In order to have secure cloud system, the folowing aspect must 

be considered: 

 

Authentication: 

Authentication is the proces of verifying a user or other entiy’s identiy. This is typicaly done to permit someone or 

something to perform a task. There is variety of authentication system, some are stronger than others. A strong 

authentication system ensures that the authenticators and mesages of the actual authentication protocol are not exchanged in 

a maner that makes them vulnerable to being hijacked by an intermediate malicious node or person. That is, the information 

used to generate a prof of identiy should not be exposed to anyone other than the person or machine it is intended for.  

 

Authorization: 

Authorization is when the system decides whether or not a certain entiy be alowed to perform a requested task. This decison 

is made after authenticating the identiy in question. When considering an authentication system for a particular aplication, it 

is crucial to understand the type of identifer required to provide a certain level of authorization.  

 

Confidentiality: 

Confidentiality is neded when the mesage sent contains sensitve material that should not be read by others and therefore 

must not be sent in a comprehensible format. A los of confidentiality is the unauthorized disclosure of information. 

Confidentiality, as it relates to security and encryption techniques can be obtained by encrypting mesages such that only 

intended recipient are able to read them. 

 

Integrity: 

Integrity is ensuring that the data presented are true and valid master source of the data and includes guarding against 

improper information modifcation or destruction to ensure information non-repudiation and authenticity. A los of integrity 

is the unauthorized modifcation, insertion, or destruction of information. One way of ensuring of data integrity is by using 

simple checksums which prevent an atacker from forging or replaying mesages. Checksum is usualy implemented when the 

chanel betwen communication parties is not secure and ensure that the data has reached its destination with al bits intact, if 

bits have ben modifed, that the modifcation wil not go unobserved.  
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V.PROPOSED SECURITY MECHANISMS 

 

The procedure is secure for each individual sesion. The integrity of the data during the transmision can be guaranted by the 

SL protocol aplied. However, from the perspective of cloud storage services, data integrity depends on the security of 

operations while in storage in aditon to the security of the uploading and downloading sesions. The uploading sesion can 

only ensure that the data received by the cloud storage is the data that the user uploaded; the downloading sesion can 

guarante the data that the user retrieved is the data cloud storage recorded. Unfortunately, this procedure aplied on cloud 

storage services canot guarante data integrity. To ilustrate this, let’s consider the following.In Uploading Sesion, user sends 

data to the service provider with MD5 checksum then the service provider verifes the data with MD5 checksum. Both the 

user and the service provider send MD5 checksum to Authority Verifer. Authority Verifer verifes the two MD5 checksum 

values. If they match, the Authority verifer distributes MD5 to the user and the service provider by Secret Key sharing. 

Both sides agre on the integrity of the uploaded data and share the same MD5 checksum by secret key sharing, and the 

Authority verifer owns their agred MD5 signatures.In Downloading Sesion, client sends request to the service provider with 

authentication code. Then Service Provider verifes the request identiy, if it is valid, the service provider sends back the data 

with MD5 checksum. Client verifes the data through the MD5 checksum. When disputation hapens, the user or the service 

provider can prove their inocence by checking the shared MD5 checksum together. If the disputation canot be resolved, 

they can sek further help from the Authority verifer for the MD5 checksum. Here are the special cases. When the service 

provider is trustworthy, only the user neds the MD5 checksum; when the client is trustworthy, only the service provider 

neds MD5 checksum; if both of them can be trusted, the Authority verifer is not neded. This is the method used in the 

curent cloud computing platform. 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 

 

One of the core services provided by cloud computing is data storage. This poses new chalenges in creating secure and 

reliable data storage and aces facilties over remote service providers in the cloud. The security of data storage is one of the 

necesary tasks to be adresed before the blueprint for cloud computing is acepted.In this paper we discused the security 

requirements of cloud computing data storage security and the solutions for the security problems.  
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